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FREE 
Delivery on UK 

Orders over £300

Discounts on Orders Over:

£1,000 : 5% OFF

£2,500 : 10% OFF

No Minimum 
Order

Requirement!
HOPE01
Rainbow macrame 
hanging 27cm

How to Order...
Online: www. sharedearth-trade.co.uk
Post: 1 Minster Gates, York YO1 7HL
Email: sales@sharedearth.co.uk
Telephone: 01904 670321

The future belongs to them! Children at 
Tara Projects, India.

tote bags, jute bags, Genki clothing, patchwork clothing,silk kimonos 
& eyemasks, scarves and headbands, bamboo socks, recycled cotton 
socks, purses, crystal trees, jewellery, jewellery stands 

page 240Fragrance

rainbow tableware, copper, recycled glassware, rice cups, 
coasters and bike chain products 

page 267Bathroom and Bodycare
greetings cards, giftwrap, chocolate, bargain boxes and 
lucky dips!page 276Gifts & Cards

Boho Organics, Organic Goodness, incense sticks and holders, 
incense gift sets and oil burners 

Lighting page 230

terrariums, planters and plant hangers, dreamcatchers, 
windchimes, suncatchers, lightcatchers, totas, garlands, 
beehouses, birdfeeders, wooden stools, buddhas

Musical Instruments page 225 windchimes, xylophone, whistle, flutes, singing bowls and djembe 
drums 

Games page 220 chess sets, puzzle boxes, noughts and crosses and eco theme 
board games

Gifts page 199

combs, soap dishes, handmade soaps, solid shampoos, No Way!ste, 
make-up removers, wash bags, Olnatur collection, loofahs, FETE 
toothbrushes

Kitchen and Dining page 184
kisii stone, paper machie products, sentiment pebbles, chakra 
boxes, finger puppets, cats on sofas, money boxes, animal pencil 
cases and great explorer range 

Homeware page 138

nobunto candles, candlestick and t-lite holders, t-lites and 
salt lamps  

Home and Garden page 70
mosaic, ceramic chests, lock boxes, spec stands, coffee tables, 
mango wood, driftwood, aluminium boxes, bike chain doorknobs, 
bookends, baskets, rag rugs, doormats, cushions and throws

Go for Guatemala! page 62 worry dolls, keychains, spirit animals

Clothing and Jewellery page 6

olive wood pendants and jewellery Holyland Cooperative page 4

Our planet matters!

We use GoodShipping to ensure that our shipments into the UK are carbon-
neutral, using biofuels. Shipping is a key contributor to global warming for the gift 
industry; ALL suppliers should do more to tackle this issue!
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UK Mainland (excluding Scottish Highlands,
Islands & Northern Ireland)

Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland Scottish 
Highlands and islands, Isle of Man, Jersey & 
Guernsey

Europe: Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany, 
Austria, Spain, Czech Republic, Luxembourg, 
Denmark, Switzerland, Italy

Europe: Finland, Norway, Sweden, Portugal, 
Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, 
Slovenia, Romania

Rest of World and rest of Europe

** Note - for customers outside UK Mainland we reserve the right to charge additional carriage in exceptional 
circumstances, for example where particularly bulky products have been ordered. This will only be in exceptional 
circumstances and you will be made aware of any additional carriage charges prior to making payment for your order. 

Location Prices
Free £24.95£16.95£7.95

Orders over
£300

Orders over
£1500

Orders over
£1000

Orders over
£500

Orders under
£300

Orders under
£500

Orders under
£1000

Orders under
£1500

Carriage will be charged at cost

NA NA

NA NA

NANA

NA NA

Hello and welcome to our January 2024 catalogue!

With uncertainty about the economy, rising prices and ‘cost of living’ worries, 
2023 was not easy for any of us; many retailers, including ourselves, struggled 
with falling sales. Added to this for us was a difficult move to a new warehouse, 
and major problems with despatch, for which we sincerely apologise. Please 
bear with us, we’re doing our best to ensure that 2024 will improve.

 On the plus side, our Liverpool shop won the regional ‘Retailer of the Year’ 
award and is now entered for the national competition – wouldn’t it be great to 
have a Fair Trade, eco shop at the top of the retail charts?

 For the first time, we’ve made a buying trip to Brazil, so instead of just telling 
everyone to ‘save the Amazon’, we can start to play a tiny, tiny part in helping 
to do so. The jewellery we’ll be buying from Amazonia will give the artisans a 
strong reason to respect and protect their local environment, because they’ll 
be making a living from it. The pictures in this catalogue hardly do justice to 
some of the designs, which look spectacular, we hope you will try them out 
(pages 38-41). We’re also excited to introduce recycled gemstone ‘trees’ (page 
42), from another Brazilian supplier.

 
Other key new ranges include recycled cotton – socks (pages 24-5) and tote 
bags (pages 6-7). We hope you like them.

 
Very best wishes
Jeremy Piercy
Founder and MD, Shared Earth

Carriage Charges
We are tackling climate change!

Amazonas

Recycled 
Cotton Socks
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Holyland products

HOL57
cross

HOL58
cross w dove

HOL59
solid heart

HOL60
cut-out heart

HOL61
heart w cross

HOL64
solid cross

HOL65
keyring solid 
cross

HOL66
keyring fish

HOL67
cross 
8.5 x 12cm

HOL68
cut-out cross 
9 x 13cm

HOL69
cross 3D 
8.5 x 12cm

Our new supplier the Holyland Handicraft Cooperative 
Society is based in Bethlehem, its staple product made from 
olive trees, a symbol of  peace. War has indeed destroyed 
much of  their livelihood in recent months, we ask you to 
support them even if  only with a small order.

The wood is collected without harming the ancient trees, 
using prunings and sprouts from the trunks. HHCS supports 
35 producer groups bringing work to 2,000 individuals. 

HOL30
cross

HOL32
cross carved 
inside

HOL33
Jerusalem

HOL40
cross 
5 x 1 x 9.5cm

HOL31
dove
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HOL52
pink yellow

HOL53
green black

HOL54
red pink

HOL55
blue brown

HOL56
red black

HOL71
cross

HOL73
heart cross

HOL75
beads bracelet w caskets

HOL76
metal beads bracelet w caskets

HOL77
bracelet w 
attachment

HOL78
bracelet crosses

HOL79
bracelet small red 
crosses

HOL80
bracelet red & 
green crosses

HOL81
necklace 
w cross

HOL50
felt sheep white
5x4x4cm

HOL51
felt sheep grey
5x4x4cm

Mother of Pearl

HOL70 HOL71HOL72 HOL73HOL74

These bracelets are made by 
the Oasis Workshop, a paper 
recycling project which provides 
an opportunity for adults with 
mental disabilities in Bethlehem to 
engage in meaningful work.

These pendants 
are supplied with 
display cards, 
as HOL71 and 
HOL73 below!
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NEW Tote bags6
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Made from recycled cotton

EAT002
wild flowers

EAT003
leaves

EAT005
mandala green

EAT004
hamsa 
hand

EAT010
rainbow

EAT008
fly agaric and frog

EAT009
hare and moon

EAT012
sun yellowEAT011

moon

 (though not to be eaten!)

EAT001
fungi

 (though not 
to be eaten!)

We’ve campaigned against plastic 
bags for years, urging you to use 
long lasting jute bags instead. 
What about cotton? Even if  you 
use it 100 times, a cotton bag 
may be as bad. To grow the 
cotton for 1 bag, you need - 
guess what? - 2,000 litres of  
water. In countries like India, hit 
by drought more and more as 
climate change worsens, water is 
a scarce commodity. 
So, we are delighted to introduce 
this new range of  RECYCLED 
cotton bags. We hope you like 
the designs; more will follow!

EAT006
ele mamdala

rec
ycled

re-made

NEW Tote bags



NEW Jute bags8

These bags are 100% vegan; no animals 
are harmed, they’re water-based and 

AZO-free dyes are used.

They’re a great alternative to single-use 
plastic bags and they last for years!

And they’re Fair Trade too.

Jute bags
The world uses more than 500 billion 
plastic bags each year – that’s 150 for 

each person on the planet! They’re 
completely unnecessary and it’s clear 

what we should do – use long-life bags 
instead, as we always used to.These 

jute bags are an excellent, eco-friendly 
option. Jute is a great fibre, fast-growing, 

biodegradable and recyclable. It needs far 
less land and water to grow than cotton, 

and can also be grown without pesticides.

Standard size for jute bags is 30x30x20cm

EA2403
sm dinosaurs 
blue

EA2405
lighthouses 
and puffins

EA2404
lighthouse 
and yacht

EA2402
sm dogs 
yellow

EA2401
sm cats 
burgundy

EA2406
jute bag cats 
light pink

EA2408
giant panda

EA2407
brontosaurus
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Shared Earth’s jute bag supplier in Kolkata has 
become the first factory in eastern India to receive 
the ‘Gold Standard’ from the Indian Green Building 
Council (IGBC), a significant step in its stride to-
wards championing environmental sustainability.

The Gold Standard is described by the IGBC as 
representing ‘National Excellence’ in areas such as 
site selection and planning, water and energy con-
servation, use of raw materials, indoor environmen-
tal quality, occupational health of workers, and 
design processes. Salient features include:
- Solar power 
- An effluent treatment plant
- Energy saving machines
- A rainwater harvesting system
- LED lights
- Less water consuming plants and trees

Shared Earth’s jute bag 
supplier receives 
coveted “green award”!

EA2004

EA1571

These bags are a beacon of hope in a country which already 
suffers badly from climate change. Greenhouse gases are 
kept to a minimum through energy saving machines, and 
millions of gallons of water are saved each year through the 
rainwater harvesting system. The importance of saving water 
is paramount in a hot country like India and less water-
demanding plants and trees have also been planted to save 
this precious resource.

They’re an ‘eco hero’ supplier, at a time when 
global warming has become the key issue for 
humankind. “Just producing environmentally-
friendly bags is not enough for us,” they say. “Our 
vision is to ensure a sustainable future, and 
this includes every step we undertake. The 
manufacturing of our products has to be done in the 
greenest way possible. We would sincerely like to 
thank IGBC for recognising our efforts in creating 
a minimum-waste, energy-efficient manufacturing 
infrastructure.” 

They have been exporting for 25 years and have    
supplied Shared Earth since 2008. We introduce 
new designs each year and their bags are one of our 
most popular ranges, appealing to a wider and wider 
audience as awareness about climate change and 
the need to tackle it grows. We’re delighted to be 
able to supply a product which is not just an ideal 
alternative to plastic bags, it’s also produced in such 
an exemplary way.  

EA1802



Jute bags10

EA2301
bicycles

EA2304
fruits

EA2305
vegetables

EA2303
mushrooms

EA2383
hare and moon

EA2381
green man

EA2380
sun moon

EA2382
tree of life

EA2382
tree of life 

EA2302
gardening
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EA1302
elephants in 
love

EA1303
floral blue

EA1403
butterflies

EA1571
save our bees

EA1572
fox & cub

EA16700
cat sleeping

EA16701
flamingos

EA172
bicycle

 TOP SELLER

EA1801
tropical forest

EA1802
sheep

EA1803
cherry blossoms

EA1872
damselflies

EA1873
red squirrel EA1874

owl & moon TOP SELLER TOP SELLER  TOP SELLER
 TOP SELLER

EA2255
red deer

EA2252
kingfisher

EA2250
wolf

EA2384
chakra

EA2253
sheep



Jute bags12

EA176
bestseller

EA174
bestseller

EA173

Lunch BoxSize!

Mini bags
Tailored to be 
a perfect fit for a 
lunch box! 
size: 25x20x9cm

EA19704
flowers

EA2001
toucans

EA2003
giraffes EA2004

hedgehogs in wood

EA2084
save our bees

EA2085
save our turtles 

 TOP SELLER

EA19701
dragonflies

 TOP SELLER

EA19703
puffin with chick
 TOP SELLER

EA19702
hare & moon
 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

EA19700
camper van

EA1904
walkies
 TOP SELLER

EA1900
badgers and 
bluebells

EA1771
save our bees
32x42x18cm

Large bag
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EA2200
elephant

EA2201
orangutan

EA2202
ring-tailed 
lemur

EA2203
flamingo

EA2106
rainbow

EA2100
red panda

EA2104
ladybirds

EA2105
suns and moons

 TOP SELLER  TOP SELLER

EAST00
POS display stand
with 6 each x 24 

jute bags

EA2107
re-use me

EA2108
little green bag 
26x21x10cm

EA2204
show your 
stripes

EA2080
penguin and chick

EA2083
pug

EA2082
cat and wool
 TOP SELLER TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

EA1771
save our bees
32x42x18cm

 TOP SELLER



Recycled Bags and Handkerchiefs14

TAR2161
set of 3 floral & fruits

TAR2162
set of 3 stripes etc

TAR2163
set of 3 checks

TAR2164
set of 3 natural world
bestseller

Handkerchiefs

Size 29x29cm

Another excellent 
recycled product from 
Tara, made from 
recycled saris.

Used by Shared 
Earth’s MD all the 
time (ie, highly 
recommended)

Recycled bags

CRC212
recycled cotton sari tote shopper
bestseller

BR02
rattan bag, from Bali
20x7cm white
bestseller

Rattan is a climbing palm, 100% 
sustainable as it comes from wild-
harvested plants.

eeccoo
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SASH2166
recycled sari foldaway 
shopper
bestseller
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FN213
backpack flowers multicol

FN210
side bag w circles; re-
verse - stripes

FN211
side bag mushrooms; 
reverse - stripes

FN212
side bag meditation; 
reverse - black

FN214
side bag floral embroidered

FN1401
x body bag recy sari FN1403

x body bag printed eleph

GOP1700
yoga bags, kantha stitch
tropicana pattern 
assorted colours
bestseller

A great selection of new 
bags from our suppliers in 
Kathmandu, Nepal. If you 
like flowers, mushrooms 
and elephants, these are 
for you!

Bags

Yoga mat bags
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JUG2201
rucksack 33 x 27 x 9cm 
pinks

JUG2203
weekend bag 
38 x 34 x 21cm pinks

JUG2205
yoga mat bag 
77 x 18cm pinks

Bags

JUG2202
weekend bag 38 x 34 x 21cm 
blues

JUG2200
rucksack 
33 x 27 x 9cm 
blues

JUG2206
wash bag 26 x 17 x 9cm 
blues

JUG2207
wash bag 26 x 17 x 9cm 
pinks

‘Jugaad’ is the nerve centre of  Karm Marg, the 
home for street children which we support. Its 
aim is to empower vulnerable young adults with 
livelihood skills, at the same time generating 
income for the home. ‘Jugaad’ is a Hindi word 
meaning ‘making the most out of  however little 
may be available to you’ , Karm Marg encourages 
friends and volunteers to donate waste newspaper, 
textiles and bottles for them to use as raw 
materials. 

Jugaad is a way of  life for them, transforming waste 
into products like these trendy, usable bags which 
will last for years.

JUG2204
yoga mat bag 
77 x 18cm blues
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Recycled 
patchwork fabric bags

AH015
shopper
asst. bright 
coconut button

FL009
travel bag
asst. muted 60 x3 7cm

FL017
shopper asst. muted 
50 x 40cm
bestseller

FL002
backpack
asst. muted 40 x 40cm

FL001
backpack
asst. muted 30 x 30cm

GOP17304
hand bag, kantha stitch
with zip.  Assorted colours

These recycled and patchwork bags are 
from India and Bali.In India, the 
patchworking is done mainly by Gujerati 
men and women who have migrated to 
India after f inding it hard to make a living in 
their homeland. 

ASP17020
asst cols
bestseller

Recycled sari and patchwork purses

ASP1722
coin purse round 
12cm
bestseller

ASP1723
purse 15x10cm
bestseller

ASP1732
coin purse 20x12cm
bestseller

These intricately designed purses and pencil cases are made with recycled 
Zari Bridal saris, which are worn by Indian women on their wedding day.  The 
producer group purchases the saris, then cuts the patch and uses it to make 
new textile items, bringing the Zari back to life.

ASP2400
coin purse recy brocade 
round 10cm (ltd edition)

ASP2401
coin purse recy brocade 
12 x 9cm (ltd edition)

NEW NEW
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ASP1914
ring-tailed lemur

ASP1910
West african giraffe

ASP1911
African elephant

ASP1915
Cape dwarf chameleon

ASP1912
Chilean flamingo

ASP1913
Philippine pangolin

TOP SELLING RANGE

Save our

ASP2152
orangutan

ASP2151
sloth

ASP2150
red panda

A designer range which 
was a hit as soon as it 

was launched
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ASP2153
West African giraffe

ASP2154
elephant

ASP2155
flamingo

ASP2156
lemur

We introduced these aprons 
last year and they proved 
straight away to be another 
top seller. They (and the bags) 
are made in Jaipur, a great Fair 
Trade product. Size is width 
65cm, length 71cm (excluding 
neck strap).

ASP2157
sloth

ASP2158
 orangutan 

We love We love 
them!them!

Animal aprons TOP SELLING RANGE
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Rainbow wool
Rainbows - the symbol of  
diversity, and as popular as ever! 
These high quality wool 
accessories are made by our Fair 
Trade suppliers in Nepal.

FN241
wool rainbow 
headband

FN242
wool rainbow 
leg warmers

FN240
wool rainbow 
gloves

NEW RANGE

FN1414
wool rainbow 
computer 
gloves

FN1410
wool rainbow 
scarf very long 
210cm

FN1411
wool rainbow  hat
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ASPB017L
ASPB017M
dinosaurs

ASPB001L
ASPB001M
hedgehogs + 
toadstools

ASPB003L
ASPB003M
suns and moons

ASPB002L
ASPB002M
moon phases

ASPB009L
ASPB009M
hares and moons

ASPB011L
ASPB011M
puffins and 
anchors

ASPB016L
ASPB016M
dogs

ASP2814L
ASP2814M
bicycles

ASPB004L
ASPB004M
sun moon w 
clouds

Bamboo Socks NEW RANGE

ASPB015L
ASPB015M
cats

ASP2816L
ASP2816M
toadstools

Hot new designs of bamboo socks, 
set to be bestsellers, we’re sure! The 
only Fair Trade bamboo socks on the 
market, to our knowledge.



Bamboo socks22

Put your feet up and enjoy our fabulous 
fancy Fair Trade footwear, and help save 
the planet too!

Why Bamboo and not cotton?
There are many reasons why bamboo 
viscose yarn is good for the environment. 

Bamboo grows without the need for 
fertilisers or pesticides. It naturally 
requires less water (a third of  the water 
required to grow cotton), so farmers 
don’t need to irrigate their crop, 
saving water in a country where water 
shortages are a big problem. 

Bamboo yields are ten times higher per 
hectare than cotton and the plant rarely 
needs replanting, sprouting on its own. 
Bamboo yarns require less dye than 
cotton and keep their colour for longer.

Why is bamboo viscose 
great to wear? 

• it’s supersoft

• it absorbs 40% more moisture   

 than cotton

•  it’s a breathable fabric keeping   

feet fresh and dry

•  it’s comfortable

•  it’s naturally anti-bacterial

•  it’s durable and stronger than 

 cotton

•  it’s hypo allergenic

Sock sizes:
MED (Medium): UK 3-7 Euro 36-41
LAR (Large):    UK 7-12 Euro 41-47

ASP2819L
ASP2819M
leopard

ASP2818L
ASP2818M
vegtables

ASP2810M
ASP2810L
stripes

ASP2821L
ASP2821M
stripes

ASP18712MED
elephant, turq & black

ASP034LAR
ASP034MED
cats with paws

ASP2812L
ASP2812M
rainbow squares

ASP2811L
ASP2811M 
ladybirds

Yarn Composition:
75% bamboo viscose
22% polyamide
3% elastane

ASP2817L
ASP2817M
fruits
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ffaaii
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ASP2001LAR
ASP2001MED
sunflowers & 

ASPSOCK1
POS display stand
with 180 pairs of socks
30 designs x 6 each
70x36x155cm ht.

ASP2803LAR
ASP2803MED
record discs

ASP2809LAR
ASP2809MED
damselflies

ASP2805LAR
ASP2805MED
coral fish

ASP2806LAR
jellyfish

Try these socks for a great present for your friends and loved ones. 
Socks – traditionally the most boring present imaginable – now 
exciting because they’re cool and they’re helping to save the planet… 

The bamboo used in our bamboo socks is FSC certified, and also 
meets all OEKO-TEX standards sTeP and 100 for chemicals, 
environmental performance and management, social responsibility, 
quality management and safety. They’re made in a small factory in 
Uttar Pradesh in the north of  India.

ASP18719 MED
ASP18719 LAR
save our bees
 TOP SELLER

ASP18720MED
ASP18720LAR
rainbow
 TOP SELLER

ASP2815L
ASP2815M
gardening

ASP079LAR
ASP079MED
sheep
 TOP SELLER

ASP2808LAR
sloths 

ASP080LAR
ASP080MED
dogs

ASP081 LAR
ASP081 MED
butterflies

ASP081 LAR
ASP081 MED
butterflies
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ASPR04LA
ASPR04MA
squares black

ASPR04LB
ASPR04MB
squares lt grey

ASPR04LC
ASPR04MC
blue squares

ASPR04LD
ASPR04MD
squares grey

ASPR03LC
ASPR03MC
red palm tree black

ASPR03LD
ASPR03MD
red palm tree dk grey

ASPR01LA
ASPR01MA
stripes/red dots

ASPR01LB
ASPR01MB
stripes/blue dots

ASPR01LC
ASPR01MC
stripes/black dots

ASPR01LD
ASPR01MD
stripes/grey dots

ASPR02LA
ASPR02MA
stripes grey

ASPR02LB
ASPR02MB
stripes dk grey

ASPR02LC
ASPR02MC
stripes blue

ASPR03LA
ASPR03MA
red palm tree blue

ASPR03LB
ASPR03MB
red palm tree grey

ASPR02LD
ASPR02MD
lt grey stripes

NEW RANGE

We’re really excited about this new range, 
we hope you try it out!

Stripes & dots

Stripes

Red palm tree

Check Squares

Recycled 
Cotton Socks
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ASPR05LA
ASPR05MA
black grey motif

ASPR05LB
ASPR05MB
motif lt grey

ASPR05LC
ASPR05MC
blue motif

ASPR05LD
ASPR05MD
wh blk motif grey

ASPR06LA
ASPR06MA
diag sq blues

ASPR06LB
ASPR06MB
diag sq greys 
w black

ASPR06LC
ASPR06MC
diag sq browns

ASPR06LD
ASPR06MD
diag sq blacks w grey

ASPR07LA
ASPR07MA
stars black

ASPR07LB
ASPR07MB
stars lt grey

ASPR07LC
ASPR07MC
stars grey

ASPR07LD
ASPR07MD
stars black

ASPR08LA
ASPR08MA
diamonds white 
black

ASPR08LB
ASPR08MB
diamonds blues

ASPR08LC
ASPR08MC
diamonds blacks 
red

ASPR08LD
ASPR08MD
diamonds reds white

ASPR06LA
ASPR06MA
diag sq blues

• 100% recycled cotton and 
polyester

• Fair Trade
• A great gift for men as well as 

women 
• Soft and cosy 
Sock sizes:
MED (Medium): 
UK 3-7 
Euro 36-41

Motif

Diagonal squares 

Stars

Diamonds

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Cotton is one of the worst fabrics 
for the planet. Growing it uses 
huge amounts of water which 
would be used for other crops. 
Recycled cotton on the other 
hand bypasses the production 
stage and saves old textiles from 
being send to the landfill.

LAR (Large):    
UK 7-12 
Euro 41-47
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About Genki 
We’re delighted to be a distributor for GENKI, an 
eco-fashion, Fair Trade label, making women’s and 
unisex clothes from upcycled, vintage Indian silk 
saris. Every item is beautifully crafted, one-of-a-
kind and high quality.  

GENKI is against fast fashion and is a sustainable 
brand with bespoke, bold and vibrant pieces. The 
beauty of  these upcycled designs is that every item 
has a history - this is what makes each piece 
unique. 

 Camille, the founder of  Genki, is a fashion 
designer, keen to update the kind of  ‘hippy’ image 
often associated with recycled clothing, into designs 
which will appeal to all. We think she’s succeeded 
brilliantly, and her clothing will be as popular as the 
top-selling kantha scarves we already import from 
India… 

GENKI doesn’t define gender or specify who can 
wear its designs. Many of  its pieces, like the 
popular wrap tops, can be adjusted to fit a variety 
of  body shapes and sizes; Genki is for everybody. 

The Story
Camille was inspired by her French granny and the 
vintage fabrics in her fascinating dressing up box. 
Especially silk, which she found keeps you cool in the 
summer and warm in the winter. 

As she grew older, she found it impossible to find 
these vibrant colours and materials in the shops. She 
also became acutely aware of the damage the fast 
fashion industry has on the environment, and on the 
people involved in making the clothes we wear. 

 In Rajasthan, India she found herself reconnecting 
with the childlike glee she had going through her 
granny’s clothes so many years before, transfixed 
with the idea that as each silk sari was recycled, every 
piece had its own personal story. She began working 
with different families who specialised in sourcing 
these silk saris, then with artisan tailors, upcycling 
them into beautiful new garments that were also 
fairly traded. Right from the start, she was keen to 
support small family business, pay them fairly and 
treat them as equal partners in her new business.

Fair Trade 
Genki works with independent tailors and fabric traders in 

Rajasthan, India, has personal relationships with everyone in the 

production chain, from the families who sell the recycled fabrics, to 

the tailors who make the clothes. The supply line is simple, personal 

and transparent with every item handmade with love.  

Camille tries to ensure that every step of the process is kind to our 

planet. It’s the opposite of ‘fast’ fashion; fabrics are sourced from 

local, family-run businesses, and each piece is made lovingly by hand.
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G002
wrap tops - 
straight sleeve G003

halterneck top

G001
wrap tops - 
belle sleeve

Bomber jackets

G005
bomber jacket 
fleece

reverse!

NEW NEW

short sleeve shirts
G022 small
G023 medium
G024 large

long sleeve shirts
G025 small
G026 medium
G027 large

Silk shirts

G004
bomber jacket 
reversible

Tops



Genki28

Dresses

G018S
small

G018M
medium

G018L
large

G019S
small

G019M
medium

G019L
large

G008
kimono dress

Skirts and trousers

G013
reversible wrap 
trousers
bestseller

G016
wrap long skirt
bestseller

G017
mid-length fitted 
skirt

G021S
small

G021M
medium

G021L
large

G014
wrap mini 
skirt

G015
wrap midi 
skirt

A brilliant selection of different length 
skirts, and trousers which are 
reversible, dual-sided and adjustable. 
Known in India as ‘Sunday-Monday’ 
trousers as they’re so adaptable; you 
can tie them in 4 different ways, to fit 
whatever mood you’re in. 
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rec
ycled

re-made

Night Time

G006
scrunchie tail

G007
loose-fit kimono

G009S
small

G009M
medium

G009L
large

G010S
small

G010M
medium

G010L
large

G012
kimono PJ set

G011
long PJ set

One of  a kind silk nightwear. Vintage cuts with vintage silks! These 

pyjama designs are kept within the classical look with baby dolls, 

button-downs and cami sets!
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ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

We have sold this patchwork clothing from Bali in our 

shops for years, and it’s always sold well. Great for 

extroverts, street performers and hippies! Customers 

love it because each piece is unique.

Patchwork clothing 

AH005
short pants 
patchwork sm

AH0050
short pants 
patchwork 
med

AH0051
short pants 
patchwork lar

AH012
long jump suit 
patchwork sm

AH0120
long jump suit 
patchwork med

AH0121
long jump suit
lar patchwork lar

rec
ycled

re-made

NEW RANGE
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AH001
kimono dyed or 
matching colours
bestseller

AH002
long skirt 
1 size

AH003
swirl skirt
1 size bestseller

AH006
long pants sm

AH0060
long pants med

AH0061
long pants lar 

AH0062
long pants xl

AH007
long pants w 
drawstring sm
bestseller

AH004
swirl skirt short
 1 size

AH0070
long pants w draw-
string med
bestseller

AH0071
long pants w draw-
string lar

Aladdin pants

AH0072
long pants w 
drawstring xl

AH0052
short pants 
patchwork xl
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MKS62
eye mask 
asst reds/pinks/lilacs

MKS60
eye mask
asst. light colours

MKS61
eye mask
asst. blues/greens

Silk kimonos and 
eyemasks

MKS55
asst. light colours
MKS203
kimono & eye mask set
asst. light colours

MKS57
asst reds/pinks/lilacs
MKS202
kimono & eye mask set
asst reds/pinks/lilacs

MKS56
asst. blues/greens
MKS201
kimono/eye mask set
asst. blues/greens

More great silk kimonos, and eye masks, from 
our Fair Trade suppliers in Kolkata. 

They can be used for loungewear, or casual 
out-and-about wear, either way the soft and 
silky feel will help you to relax and feel at one 
with life. Recommended!  
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AH014
bandana 
patchwork asst. cols
bestseller

AH013
hair scrunchie 
patchwork

FN1026
reds

FN1028
greens

FN1029
light blues

FN1031
purples

FN1400
silk sari, asst cols
bestseller

Headbands
Consistent sellers. Also make great hair 
ties! From a Fair Trade producer group in 
Nepal. Made from recycled offcuts

JUG18708
hair clip, rakhi flower,

Hairclips & scrunchies
From Bali and India. Made from 

textile scraps, all come in assorted 
colours.

CRC211
recy silk sari 10cm dia
bestseller

SASH2165
recycled cotton
7cm dia

BAY1804
flower hair-
band asst 
colours

rec
ycled

re-made

rec
ycled

re-made
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Large handloom stoles blankets from 
Nepal, woven from recycled wool and 
other fabrics.

Also perfect as a luxurious throw 
for your sofa, amongst our top ten 
bestsellers year in year out. 

FN1105
stripes asst cols
195x80cm

FN1106
plain
asst cols
195x80cm

Wool stoles

FNST00
POS display stand
with FN1105-6 x 64 scarves

CRCST00
POS display stand
with 64 kantha scarves

CREA00
POS display stand
with 32 x CRC1400 + each 
6x12 jute bags

TOP SELLER
TOP SELLER

FN1108
scarf wool 
asst stripes 
150 x 32cm
bestseller

FN1109
scarf wool 
asst plain 
150 x 32cm
bestseller

FN1110
blanket wool 
220 x 115cm 
asst stripes

FN1111
blanket wool 
220 x 115cm 
asst plain

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

FN1110
blanket wool 
220 x 115cm 
asst stripes
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We can’t recommend these kantha 
scarves highly enough – they’re one of  
our top sellers and have been for years. 

They’re hand embroidered using recycled 
silk, so each one is different. 
From Kolkata, India. 

MKS18703
silk scarf with kantha stitch 
squares asst cols. 190x45cm
bestseller

MKS18701
silk scarf with kantha stitch circles
asst cols. 190x45cm
bestseller

MKS18702
kantha stitch silk scarf
one side made of patchwork 
panels asst cols. 190x45cm 
bestseller

Bestselling range

GOP17305
Perfect for him and her!
Kantha stitch cotton scarves, 
assorted colours    
190x45cm

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Kantha stitch silk scarves

CRC1400
scarf recycled silk kantha 
stitch 180x50cm
 TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER
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MKS49
fruits keyring 
purse

MKS45
fruits coin 

purse sq MKS46
fruits purse

MKS50
fruits money box

MKS47
fruits half round 
purse

MKS48
fruits purse/wallet

MKS51
fruits pencil case

MKS52
fruits 
spec case

A tropical fruit bananza - more from our 
leather suppliers in Kolkata introduced last 
year and selling well 

MKS1500
rainbow purse

MKS1501
rainbow half 
round coin 
purse

MKS1502
rainbow coin 
purse

MKS1503
rainbow 
glasses case

You can’t go wrong with 
rainbows it seems these days!

One of our Fair Trade suppliers in 
Kolkata, India produce these brightly 
coloured purses made out of Shanti 
leather. Every purchase helps not 
only the artisans to earn their 
livelihood, but also promises a better 
future, empowers the marginalised 
community and encourages the new 
artisans to preserve their cultural 
heritage.  As every product is 
unique, they are made with immense 
amounts of passion and skill.

Leather purses etc

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee
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MQMA821
Saa paper batik fan
assorted colours 20cm
bestseller

MQMA831
painted cotton fan
assorted designs & colours 26cm 
bestseller

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

XNFNR00
4 asst (min order 12)

Paper fans 
These popular fans are made in 
Thailand and Bali. 

They’re made of bamboo and either 
cotton or Saa paper.  The Thai fans 
are then handpainted while the 
Balinese fans have a cotton cloth with 
printed batik style motifs.

 TOP SELLER

Batik is a technique of  wax-resist 
dyeing, which originated in Java, 
Indonesia. It’s an important 
traditional material, used in 
various rituals, ceremonies or 
even in daily uses. 

A bit like tartan in Scotland, 
perhaps. 
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NEW RANGE

B100
necklace 19 beads 
browns/black

B103
necklace 18 beads 
multicol

B132
asai seed necklace 
w cross

B133
asai seed 
necklace spread

B130
asai seed 
necklace 80cm

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

B131
asai seed necklace 
160cm

B101
necklace 18 beads 
blues/purple

B102
necklace 18 beads 
red/orange/yellow

Elcione de Souza started her business in Manaus 

(the capitol of  Amazonia) not just to make a 

life for herself  but to provide local indigenous 

women with an opportunity to improve 

themselves and their families.

We all hear about the eco aspects of  the 

Amazon, but what about the people who live 

there? Most of  the thirteen women who work 

with Elcione have problems at home with drugs 

or violence - almost all have sons or daughters 

who get involved with drugs as teenagers. Now, 

through collecting and cleaning seeds, helping to 

make this jewellery and a living for themselves - 

they’ve become clean. They’re creating a great 

example for their community.

Amazonas
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B111
asai seed bracelet 
orange

B113
asai seed bracelet 
green

B115
asai seed bracelet 
yellow

B116
asai seed bracelet 
purple

B117
asai seed bracelet 
black

B118
asai seed 
bracelet white

B110
asai seed bracelet pink

B112
asai seed bracelet blue

B114
asai seed 
bracelet red

B119
asai seed bracelet 
brown

Rosa’s life has been 
completely changed 
through working for 
Elcione. Her husband 
wouldn’t allow her to leave 
home, so Elcione taught 
her the skills to work from 
home. Now she lives alone 
and through her earnings 
making jewellery, she has 
built a house for herself  
and her mother. 

The wood seeds used in this jewellery are all 
sustainable but just as important, they teach local 
people to value their environment and how the 
Amazon reigon can provide a living for them. 
This counters, in a small way, the hankering 
of young people who live there for ‘western’ 
products and lifestyles, and the treat posed by 
large companies which exploit Amazonia.
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B145
jarina seed necklace 5 
colours

B150
maracoto seed 
necklace red

B151
marocoto seed 
necklace brown

B152
marocoto seed 
necklace yellow

B154
marocoto seed 
necklace deep blue

B155
marocoto seed 
necklace green

More necklaces from Elcione’s 
workshop, made from jarina and 
marocoto seeds.

B153
marocoto seed 
necklace rich brown

B140
jarina seed ‘teeth’ 
necklace multicol

B156
marocoto seed 
necklace multicol
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Recycled shrimp net necklaces

REDE11
100cm black

REDE12
100cm beigeREDE04

150cm dark 
red

REDE20
tie-up green/yell/
light grey

REDE01
150cm dark 
green

REDE02
150cm dark blue

REDE03
150cm turquoise

REDE10
100cm

REDE21
tie-up dk blue/
turq/lt grey

This Jewellery is made by an 
association of  9 women in 
Pelotas, Brazil, who live on the 
shores of  Lake Lagoa dos Patos. 
The local fishermen use shrimp 
nets which last about 5/6 years, 
and then must be thrown away 
– or would be if  they weren’t 
reused by these creative women, 
who’ve turned them to another 
use. Very unusual and a great 
example of  upcycling!  

REDE15
necklace w 
wood beads

REDE22
tie-up dk red/
orange-red/pink
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Crystal Trees

AP006
bright blue

AP007
purple

AP008
diversity

AP001
natural quartz

AP002
light green

AP003
dark green

AP004
cherry blossom

AP005
red

AP009
gemstones 
14cm ht

NEW RANGE
We just love these gemstone trees, made in Brazil 
from the crushed detritus of gemstone industry – the 
base of the tree as well as the tree themselves. We 
just love them, and we hope you do too! Height is 
approx. 13cm, and the wire branches can be bent into 
the shape you want.
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Gemstone Ear Studs

ASH2282
rose quartz
bestseller

ASH2281
labradorite
bestseller

ASH2283
lapiz

ASH2284
tiger eye

ASH2469
onyx green

ASH2468
onyx yellow

ASH2464
onyx blue

ASH2465
onyx rose quartz

ASH2466
onyx carnelian

ASH2467
onyx black

TARJ2195
pink moonstone

TARJ2196
labradorite

TARJ2198
clear quartz

TARJ2199
rose quartz

TARJ2200
mixed agate

TARJ2201

TARJ2163
one stone necklace

TARJ2164
7 stones necklace

TARJ2162
crescent moon
necklace
bestseller

Mother 
of pearl

NEW From our Fair Trade suppliers in Mumbai, Asha 
Handicrafts. 
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TARJ2223
lapis

TARJ2230
blue dalmation

TARJ2229
camelian

Gemstone drop earrings
For those looking for a little more dazzle to their outfit, we’ve found 
these beautiful gemstone drop earrings that complement the studs as 
perfectly as night does day. 

Pair them with a gorgeous agate ring and there is no stopping you. 

TARJ2227
dalmation

TARJ2222
smoky quartz

TARJ2224
citrine

TARJ2225
rose quartz
bestseller

TARJ2226
vesuvianite
bestseller

TARJ2228
moonstone

TARJ2214
tigers eye

TARJ2215
onyx

TARJ2216
smoky quartz
bestseller

TARJ2217
blue dalmation
bestseller

TARJ2218
crystal

TARJ2219
citrine
bestseller

TARJ2220
rose quartz
bestseller

TARJ2221
moonstone

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

TAR2407
earrings pink 
semi-precious stone

NEW
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Combining natural gemstones 
with twisted wire techniques, this 
handcrafted jewellery is selling 
really well for the shops which 
take it. Recommended!
 TARJ2169

agate
bestseller

TARJ2170
agate

TARJ2171
agate

TARJ2172
agate
bestseller

TARJ2173
agate

TARJ2186
onyx

TARJ2188
smoky quartz
bestseller

TARJ2187
citrine
bestseller

TARJ2189
clear quartz
bestseller 

Natural gemstones 
& twisted wire 
pendants

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee
ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

TARJ2178
choker black cord
moonstone
bestseller

TARJ2179
choker black cord
druzy
bestseller

TARJ2185
choker black cord
 - citrine

TARJ2184
choker doubled black 
cord - amethyst
bestseller

TARJ2193
choker black cord
aventurine

Chokers

TARJ2180
choker black cord
tree of life

TARJ2181
choker black cord
silver mandala

TARJ2182
choker doubled 
black cord
gold mandala

TARJ2190
choker black cord
hamsa

TARJ2192
choker black 
cord
oval

TARJ2191
pendant on black 
cord lizard

TARJ2183
black choker 
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CL200
round blue white

CL201
round blues + black

CL202
round red pattern

CL203
round blue wave

CL210
dangle short 
blues

CL211
dangle short  
purple

CL212
dangle short  
greens
bestseller

CL213
dangle short  
reds

CL214
dangle short  
pinks

CL220
dangle long 
wh black

CL221
dangle long 
blue black

CL222
dangle long pink 
wh lilac

CL223
dangle long 
reds

CL224
dangle long 
purple

Glass earrings
This very special jewellery is made by women 
only, ensuring the money goes back into the 
community through jobs for women in need. 
80% of the glass is made from window glass or 
bottles collected in the streets, keeping them out 
of landfills and waterways and reducing waste.

rec
ycled

re-made
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CL230
studs glass sq pink

CL231
studs glass sq blue

CL232
studs glass sq red spiral

CL233
studs glass sq greys

CL234
studs glass sq green 
black

CL235
ear studs glass sq 
purple

CL240
studs round 
clear

CL241
studs round 
orange

CL242
studs round 
green

CL244
stud round 
deep blue

CL243
studs round 
aqua blue

CL245
studs round 
green

CL251
ear studs glass round 
blue wh yell

CL252
ear studs glass round 
blue yell

CL253
ear studs glass round 
pink yell

TARS01
studs round 
blue

TARS02
studs round 
black white

TARS03
studs round 
blue red white

TARS04
studs round 
yellow

TARS05
studs round 
lime green

TARS06
studs round 
orange

TARS10
studs heart 
turquoise

TARS11
studs heart 
lime green

TARS12
studs heart 
white

Glass studs

TARS13
studs heart 
red

More recycled glam, from our supplier Tara Projects in India
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ASH2830
studs hedgehog
bestseller

ASH2842
studs butterfly

ASH2834
studs rabbit

ASH2838
studs hare

ASH2832
ring hedgehog

ASH2836
ring rabbit

ASH2840
ring hare 

ASH2844
ring butterfly

Studs

ASH2804
ear studs sloth

ASH2803
ear studs sun
bestseller

ASH2806
ear studs elephant

ASH2807
ear studs owl

ASH2808
ear studs hamsa 
hand

ASH2805
ear studs giraffe
bestseller

ASH2801
ear studs tree of life

bestseller

ASH2802
ear studs whale

ASH2800
ear studs turtle
bestseller

ASH2823
ring sun
bestseller

Rings

ASH2820
ring turtle

ASH2826
ring elephant

ASH2821
ring tree of life
bestseller

ASH2824
ring sloth

ASH2827
ring owl

ASH2822
ring whale

ASH2825
ring giraffe

ASH2828
ring hamsa hand

Show your friends 
you love the natural 
world with this 
popular ‘Woodland’ 
Jewellery (with a few 
hamsa hands thrown 
in). From India.
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ASH2843
earrings butterfly

ASH2839
earrings hare
bestseller

ASH2835
earrings rabbit

ASH2831
earrings hedgehog
bestseller

ASH2837
pendant 
rabbit

ASH2833
pendant 
hedgehog

ASH2841
pendant hare

ASH2845
pendant 
butterfly

ASH2814
earrings sloth

ASH2810
earrings turtle
bestseller

ASH2816
earrings elephant

Earrings

ASH2818
earrings hamsa hand
bestseller

ASH2811
earrings tree of life

bestseller
ASH2812

earrings whale

ASH2813
earrings sun
bestseller

ASH2815
earrings giraffe

bestseller

ASH2817
earrings owl
bestseller

Necklaces
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TARG011
necklace 
dragonfly
bestseller

TARG012
necklace 
seahorse

TARG013
necklace
turtle

TARG014
necklace 
starfish
bestseller

TARG015
necklace 
key

TARG016
necklace 
hamsa hand

TARG017
necklace 
heart

TARG002
bracelet 
seahorse

TARG001
bracelet 
dragonfly

TARG004
bracelet starfish

TARG005
bracelet key

TARG003
bracelet turtle

Bee Jewellery

ASH2215
brass ring bee

ASH2251
pendant honeycomb

ASH2252
honeycomb studs gold 
colour

ASH2255
honeycomb bracelet 
gold colour
bestseller

ASH2216
brass ear studs bee

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee
ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

TARCOL1808B
bracelet with bee

TARG006
hamsa hand
TARG007
heart
bestseller

ASH2250
earrings honeycomb 
bestseller

ASH2254
honeycomb pendant 
gold colour

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee
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TARG005
bracelet key

ZOM002
hammered (thick) solid 
hoop 2.5cm wide

ZOM005
irregular oval hoop, 
hammered  

ZOM025
stamped brass earrings- 
love

ZOM028
stamped brass 
earrings- courage

ZOM029
stamped brass 
earrings- strength

ZOM030
stamped brass 
necklace- love

ZOM045
stamped brass necklace- beautiful

ZOM006
hammered brass tube 
earring  5cm long

ZOM044
stamped brass bracelet- love

ZOM003
hammered brass hoop 
5.5cms dia

ZOM011
cut out leaf stud earring

A Fair Trade success story

ZOM036
brushed brass earrings

Ishmael Omondi (ZOM code jewellery) was brought up in Kibera Slum, 
Nairobi, which is home to over 250,000 people crammed into just 2.5km.  
Life is tough and most people stay stuck in the cycle of poverty. Ishmael lived 
as a street boy, after running away from a broken home. During this time, he 
received help from Zuri Design, which with its Kenya partner was training 
former street boys in the art of jewellery making. Ishmael excelled at this 
and went on to establish his own business. In 2022 he succeeded in his goal 
to move out of Kibera, to a secure and clean neighbourhood with a bricks 
and mortar home, thus breaking out of the cycle of poverty and ensuring a 
different life for his family and 3 young children.

Last year Ishmael and Helen (from Zuri) established Omondi Jewellery, which 
aims to showcase the beauty of workmanship that has been created from 
overcoming hardship, and give a contemporary feel to traditional African 
design. It employs people from Kibera slum, providing a stable income or a 
stepping stone to those, like Ishmael, who are battling against the odds to 
thrive in a slum. 

Shared Earth has been integral to Ishmael’s journey, meeting with him in 2009 
in his original workshop. Our support is a testimony to the change that is 
possible, regular orders, a long term relationship, support when things go 
wrong (for instance, Ishmael’s workshop burnt down in 2021). We hope you 
will help to ensure a bright future for him and his Kibera artisans, by ordering 
this stunning jewellery.

Ishmael (right) with his wife, three 
children and two nephews
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Wooden pendants from Bali 

SOL2304
tree of life

SOL2332
cross

SOL2338
pentangle

SOL2311
om

SOL2312
celtic triangle

SOL2313
Buddha

SOL2314
hamsa hand

SOL2307
moon

SOL2306
sun

SOL2300B
circle w om

SOL2336
looped cross

SOL2345
yoga pose

SOL2315
yin yang

SOL2317
flower of life

These pendants are made from the 
Sonokeling tree (Indian rosewood). 
Only small branches are used so no 
harm is done to the environment. It’s a 
one-woman business run by Nimade 
Mariyati, in a rural area of Bali. She 
has three children, her husband works 
in the fields and making this jewellery 
helps her to support her family.

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

NEW RANGE
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SOL2307
moon

TARJE06
bracelet blue 
+ gold

TARJE05
bracelet 5 dangling 
circles
bestseller

TARJE04
 necklace lt + dk blue

TARJE08
earring circle spiral
bestseller

TARJE03
necklace multicol
bestseller

TARJE07
earring triangle w flower
bestseller

Recycled denim jewellery

TARJE02
earring  w white teardrop

TARJE01
earring ring + circle

TARJE10
earring half circle w stripes
bestseller

TARJE20
earrings sea + sky

TARJE13
earrings diamond 
+ 4 drop circles
bestseller

TARJE09
earring half circle w 
triangle

TARJE19
earrings round red circle 
+ bead

TARJE18
earrings teardrop w 
col band

TARJE17
earrings double coil 
+ circle

TARJE14
earrings heart 4 drop 
circles

TARJE12
earring w gold 
teardrop

TARJE15
earrings drop orange pink 
blue
bestseller

TARJE11
earring drop, 
bestseller

TARJE16
earrings coiled

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee
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TARTU1701
earring turq V 
shape
bestsellerbestseller

TAR15727
earring triangle w 
turq bead
bestseller

TAR16738
bracelet tree of life 
silver charm
bestsellerbestseller

TAR15020
bracelet blue cord 
silver col beads

TAR14047
earrings round 
metal light turq

TARTU1711
circles with 
intricate filigree

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

TAR2405
earrings circular 
blue beadsTAR2410

jade colour w 
flower beads

TAR2412
bracelet jade colour 
flower beads

TAR2408
earrings jade 
colour rectangle

TARTU1702
earring turq 
large leaf
bestseller

TAR2403
drop earrings jade 
colour

TAR2404
drop earrings 
pale blue

TAR2415
earrings clay green 
flower triple

NEW RANGE

TAR2409
bracelet jade colour 
beads and stone

TAR2411
necklace jade colour 
beads + stone
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TAR17007
silver colour 2 
patterned circles
bestseller

NA17010
silver colour 
bangle
bestseller

TAR2013
bracelet silver hammered 
finish 1 piece

ASH17313
ear climbers, 
abstract loops
bestseller

ASH17312
ear climbers, 
leaves

ASH17311
stud, spirals

ASH17310
stud, tree of life

ASH3675
set of 10 asst toe rings
bestseller

TAR7864
earrings 2 oval hoops
silver col
bestseller

ASH1515
eleph in 2 pieces 
silver colour
bestseller

TARE1702
earring gold and blue 
crown hanging

ASH690 
set of 20 asst finger rings
bestseller

ASH1518
folk silver colour circle 
hanging beads
bestsellerbestseller

ASH1519
folk triangle hanging 
beads
bestseller

ASH2462
necklace mushroom

ASH2463
necklace 
toadstool 
solid

ASH2460
earrings toadstool

ASH2461
earrings toadstool 
solid

TAR2414
ear studs silver 
weave 

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

These new 
products are 
already selling like 
hotcakes in our 
shops – toadstools 
are the trend this 
year!
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ASH2278
earrings brass 
leaf

ASH2279
earrings brass 5 
turq drops
bestseller

ASH2277
earrings brass 
hamsa hand

TARE1720
earrings cut out 
gold & green

ASH2273
earrings brass floral 
blue 5cm dia
bestseller

TARE1709
earring gold w 
parrots

ASH1766
earings gold copper 2 circles
bestseller

TARE1704
earring cutout tear-
drop gold+blue 
bestseller

ASH1763
earrings gold leaf

ASH1765
earings gold tree 
intricate

ASH15737
earrings eleph purple 
and red on gold
bestsellerbestseller

TAR2406
earrings circular 
rainbow beads

TAR2401
earrings sun/moon

TAR2402
ear studs 
triangular

NEW NEW

TAR2413
earrings 
toadstool

NEWNEW

TAR2416
earrings clay red 
flower

NEW
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TARE1721
earrings love

TARE1722
earrings cranes flying

TARE1723
earrings w beads bird on branch

TARE1724
earrings 2 birds on branch

TAR2270
earrings sm + 
lar circle sun

TAR2271
earrings silver 
rings

TAR2767
thread earrings bright 
multicol circ
bestsellerbestseller

ffaaii
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TARA1907
earrings gold 
flower studs

TARA1901
elephant

TARA1900
hummingbird
bestseller

TARE1708
earring black + 
gold circle

TARCOL1814
clay, multicoloured star
bestseller

TARTU1704
earring small 
gold leaves

TAROS1805
rose gold 
mandala

TAR2350
earrings tree of life w 
beads

TAR2351
ear studs tree of life TAR2352

ear studs leaf

TAR15721
delicate circle 
earrings 
bestseller

TAR7880
earring round w blk 
and gold ele design
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Z2802
other cols 
asst
bestseller

Z2800
blacks, whites asst

Z2801
reds asst

Z2714
cone shape asst

bestseller

TARB1706
recycled 
cotton balls
bestseller

TARB1707
recycled cotton balls, 3 tier
bestseller

TARM1804
red with sliver clasp

TARM1805
green with silver clasp

TARM1806
brown leather with silver 
clasp
bestseller

TARM1808
triple leather bands, with 
elephant clasp

Recycled 
fabric earrings

Bottle top earrings with fabric offcuts from Kenya

Unisex 
jewellery

Z1828
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Z2721
earrings red gourd circle
5cm

Z2723
earrings green 
diamond gourd

Z2309
earrings brass + 
textile shield green 
red

Z2311
earrings brass + textile 
semi-circle

Z2302
earrings cow bone 
drop black

Z2722
earrings black triangle gourd
bestseller

Z2720
earrings green gourd 
teardrop
bestseller

Z2307
earrings cow bone 
drop black

Z2301
earrings cow bone 
oval maroon

Z2303
earrings cow 
bone drop red

Z2304
earrings cow bone 
drop green

Z2305
earrings cow bone 
circular black

Z2306
earrings cow bone circular 
ochre

Z2700
earrings 
banana leaf

Z2701
earrings
banana leaf 
spiral long

Z2702
earrings 
banana leaf large circle 
5cm

Z2703
earrings
banana leaf small 
circle spiral 2cm

These African – style earrings are made by artisans in small 
workshops in the slums of Nairobi, providing a living for adults 

and teenagers who would otherwise drift into crime.
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TARB1704
colourful multi beads (glass)
bestseller

TAR3046
vegetable dyed bracelet 
(glass beads)
bestseller

TARB1700
multicoloured
assorted

DC1913
blackDC1911

turquoise

DC1912
blue

DC1910
red

These dreamcatcher earrings, steady sellers since 
we introduced them, are made in a village in 
central Bali.  They’re excellent sellers in the shops 
which take them.

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa dd
ee

Bestseller
made from glass

AR1808
2 tier bangle holder
20cm ht

AR1814
2 tier bangle holder 
white
18cm height

MKS1900
lace drawstring bags

pack of 100

A top seller in our shops 
- we sell hundreds of 
them!

ASH2375
jewellery box sliding floral

ASH2374
jewellery box 
foldable floral

High-quality carved shesham wood boxes from India, inlaid 
with brass. This is a skill which only the best artisans can 

acquire. Highly recommended as a special gift.
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AR1812
whitewash & 
wire
earring and 
ring holder
15cm ht

AR1800
6.5cm ht
ring holder

AR1815
whitewash 6.5cm 
ht ring holder

AR1807
40cm height
necklace holder

AR1809
whitewash, 
20cm height
necklace holder

Give your sales a boost with these attractive stands from Bali. Theyre 
handmade using jempinis wood, also known as the Umbrella tree, a sustainable 
wood which originally came from Australia.

ffaaii
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AR1810
whitewash, 
earring stand
10cm height

AR1803
earring stand
10cm height

AR1804
jewellery tree
38cm height

Jewellery displays

AR2306
bangle holder 4 
arms

AR12305
necklace 
holder

AR12311white
ring holder for 
5 rings

AR12308
multiple ring holder

AR12318
bangle/ring 
holder

NEW RANGE

AR12313
stepped display 
unit

AR2315
earring display unit 
(holds 40)

eeccoo
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